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Periodontal-regenerative technologies are applied to improve the short- and long-term clinical outcomes of periodontally compromised teeth presenting with deep pockets and reduced periodontal support. The persistence of deep pockets following active periodontal therapy has been associated with an increased probability of tooth loss in patients attending supportive periodontal-care programs (81). Teeth with deep pockets associated with deep intrabony defects are considered a clinical challenge. Most authors have classified such teeth as having either a questionable or a hopeless prognosis. Key elements to support these opinions are the complex interplay of a reduced residual periodontal attachment, deep pocketing, functional demands and frequently the degree of residual tooth mobility (70, 72, 84, 85). It is therefore clear that the possibility of changing the prognosis of a tooth from ‘questionable’ or ‘hopeless’ into ‘fair’ or ‘favorable’ would greatly help clinicians and patients in the difficult job of maintaining teeth over time, and the possibility of gaining periodontal support would help patients improve their comfort and function.

The aims of periodontal regeneration are to obtain: (i) an increase in the periodontal attachment and bone of a severely compromised tooth; (ii) a decrease in pocket depth; and (iii) no, or a minimal, increase in gingival recession. Periodontal regeneration has been shown to be effective in the treatment of one-, two- and three-wall intrabony defects, or combinations thereof, from very deep to very shallow, and from very wide to very narrow (43, 44, 90, 91). However, the approaches used currently are technique sensitive and are burdened by a significant amount of clinical failures or incomplete success. At present, we know that most failures of regenerative therapy have an explanation in terms of negative patient factors, suboptimal use of surgical approaches and materials, and insufficient clinical skill and experience of the surgeon (26). Clinical success requires application of meticulous diagnostic and treatment strategies (26, 31). The aims of this narrative review were as follows: first, to review the current scientific literature highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of periodontal-regenerative approaches in intrabony defects; second, to discuss the patient, defect and surgery-associated factors that have an impact on clinical outcomes; and, third, to propose a step-by-step clinical approach in order to build up a scientifically sound strategy to optimize the clinical outcomes in different patients and in different defect anatomies.

Evidence for clinical efficacy and effectiveness

Questions of efficacy relate to the added benefit of a treatment modality under ideal experimental conditions (such as those of a highly controlled research-center environment). Effectiveness, on the other hand, relates to the benefit that can be achieved, in relation to morbidity and adverse events, in a regular clinical setting where the procedure is likely to be performed. Besides efficiency considerations, evidence for both efficacy and effectiveness need to be available in order to provide support for the adoption of treatment approaches in clinical practice.

The clinical efficacy of periodontal-regenerative procedures has been extensively evaluated in randomized controlled clinical trials that have compared regenerative procedures with a standard access flap approach. To limit sample size and study duration, these trials have utilized surrogate outcomes – clinical attachment-level changes, decrease in pocket depths, furcation closure or radiographic measurements – rather than changes in tooth survival. However, these surrogate outcomes are considered to be adequate
proxies of the true outcome represented by tooth survival: the persistence of deep pockets or furcation involvement are associated with a higher risk of periodontal breakdown and tooth extraction.

The majority of reported clinical trials have been small, single-center studies, with only a few being larger multicenter clinical trials. The evidence from these studies has recently been summarized in meta-analyses performed on data retrieved by systematic reviews of the published literature. In 2002, 2003 and 2008, the European Workshop on Periodontology (held by the European Federation of Periodontology) and the Workshop on Emerging Technologies in Periodontics (held by the American Academy of Periodontology) provided much of the systematic assessment of the evidence for currently available technologies. These include the use of barrier membranes (guided tissue regeneration), the use of bone-replacement graft materials, the use of biologically active regenerative materials and the use of combinations of the aforementioned materials/agents.

Evidence for clinical efficacy of barrier membranes in intrabony defects was assessed in the systematic reviews and meta-analyses performed by Murphy & Gunsolley (90) and Needleman et al. (91). The latter reported a significant added benefit of the use of barriers on top of open flap debridement alone in terms of clinical attachment level gain (16 studies) and probing pocket-depth reduction (11 studies). The results of large prospective multicenter studies in private practice settings (28, 134) conclusively support the additional benefit of membranes in reducing pocket depth and improving clinical attachment levels and bone levels in intrabony defects and thus their efficacy and effectiveness.

The efficacy of bone-replacement graft materials has been assessed in two systematic reviews performed by Trombelli et al. (141) and Reynolds et al. (106). As these two systematic reviews used significantly different criteria for study inclusion, the results did not show complete agreement. Trombelli et al. (141), who included only controlled studies that reported changes in clinical attachment level as the primary outcome, concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support the clinical use of bone-replacement graft materials in intrabony defects because there was significant heterogeneity among included studies, the size of the adjunctive effect was small and not statistically significant and there were differences that did not allow pooling of results obtained with different materials. In the other systematic review for intrabony defects, 27 controlled trials with 797 intrabony defects were included (106). The clinical efficacy of allografts in terms of bone fill and clinical attachment level gains was supported by a meta-analysis indicating that an additional bone fill of 1 mm and additional clinical attachment level gains of 0.4 mm were achieved compared with an access flap control (106). However, the total number of defects contributing to this meta-analysis was relatively small (136 for clinical attachment level gain and 154 for bone fill). Furthermore, no large-scale multicenter trial on allografts has ever been performed and hence the applicability of these results to clinical practice settings remains to be established.

The evidence of clinical efficacy of biologically active regenerative materials in intrabony defects has been summarized, through the years, in meta-analyses only for enamel matrix derivative (43, 44, 47, 141). The outcomes of eight studies, including 444 defects, have indicated that enamel matrix derivative provides significant additional benefits in terms of pocket-depth reduction, clinical attachment level gain and radiographic bone level. These data are in accordance with those of a large practice-based multicenter trial that demonstrated both efficacy and effectiveness of enamel matrix derivative in intrabony defects (135).

Combination therapy has been explored in two recent meta-analyses. Trombelli & Farina (142) evaluated the clinical effects of the use of bioactive agents when used in addition to open flap debridement, either alone or in association with grafts and/or barrier membranes. The authors concluded the following: there was evidence to support the use of amelogenins, either alone or in combination with grafts, to treat intra-osseous defects effectively and the additional use of a graft seemed to enhance the clinical outcome of amelogenins; the combined use of recombinant human platelet derived growth factor-BB and peptide P-15 with a graft biomaterial showed beneficial effects in intra-osseous defects; and contrasting results were reported for platelet-rich plasma and graft combinations.

Tu et al. (145) explored the additional treatment effect of barriers or bone grafts compared with amelogenins alone in 28 studies. Amelogenins plus bone grafts and amelogenins plus membranes attained 0.24 and 0.07 mm more probing pocket-depth reduction, respectively, compared with amelogenins alone, and amelogenins plus bone grafts and amelogenins plus membranes attained 0.46 and 0.15 mm, respectively, of clinical attachment level gain. When different types of bone grafts and barrier membranes were
treated separately, amelogenins with bovine bone grafts showed greater treatment effects. The authors concluded that there was little evidence to support the additional benefits of amelogenins in conjunction with other regenerative materials.

Support for the clinical use of growth factors comes from two multicenter studies on recombinant human platelet-derived growth factor-BB and two on fibroblast growth factor-2. In one multicenter trial (92), 180 defects (comprising both intrabony and furcation defects) were treated with either one of two concentrations of human platelet-derived growth factor-BB (0.3 and 1.0 mg/ml) combined with the beta-tricalcium phosphate delivery device or with tricalcium phosphate alone. Clinical attachment level gains at 6 months failed to demonstrate a significant benefit of either concentration of platelet-derived growth factor compared with the bone replacement graft alone. However, with regard to radiographic assessments, the lower concentration of platelet-derived growth factor resulted in significantly higher percentages of radiographic bone fill of the defect (57% vs. 18%) and linear radiographic bone growth (2.6 vs. 0.9 mm). In the other multicenter trial on recombinant human platelet-derived growth factor-BB, Jayakumar et al. (71) studied 54 patients who were treated with human platelet-derived growth factor-BB1b combined with the beta-tricalcium phosphate delivery device or tricalcium phosphate alone. Clinical attachment level gain, bone growth and percentage bone fill at 6 months were significantly greater in the test group compared with the tricalcium phosphate control group.

A study on 74 patients (68) compared three different concentrations of fibroblast growth factor-2 vehicle with 3% hydroxypropylcellulose and with hydroxypropylcellulose alone. No difference was reported in terms of clinical attachment level gain between test and control groups. A significant difference in terms of bone gain was reported in favor of the 0.3% concentration of fibroblast growth factor-2 compared with hydroxypropylcellulose alone. No advantage, in terms of bone gain, was observed with the other two concentrations of fibroblast growth factor-2 (0.03% and 0.1%). A second randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial on 253 adult patients was performed, in which 0.2, 0.3 or 0.4% fibroblast growth factor-2 was compared with vehicle alone in two- or three-walled vertical bone defects (69). Each concentration of fibroblast growth factor-2 showed significant superiority over vehicle alone (P < 0.01) for the percentage bone fill 36 weeks after administration. No significant differences among groups were observed for clinical attachment gain. No clinical safety problems were reported in any of the four cited studies. Drawing conclusions from the four studies, it is apparent that both of the growth factors tested resulted in a measurable added benefit compared with controls in terms of bone gain, whereas three out of four did not induce a significant difference in terms of clinical attachment level gain. Both efficacy and effectiveness of human platelet-derived growth factor-BB1b and fibroblast growth factor-2 have to be further explored before clinical application.

A recent controlled study evaluated, clinically and histologically, wound healing/regeneration following surgical implantation of recombinant human growth/differentiation factor-5 adsorbed onto a particulate beta-tricalcium phosphate carrier into periodontal defects in 28 patients (128). Control defects were treated with open flap debridement alone. The authors reported greater probing pocket-depth reduction and clinical attachment level gain, and greater alveolar bone regeneration and periodontal regeneration at sites that received recombinant human growth/differentiation factor-5/beta-tricalcium phosphate compared with control sites. However, these differences were not statistically significant.

Block biopsies of the defect sites were collected 6 months postsurgery. Histologically, bone regeneration height was almost threefold greater for the recombinant human growth/differentiation factor-5/beta-tricalcium phosphate treatment compared with open flap debridement alone (2.19 ± 1.59 vs. 0.81 ± 1.02 mm, respectively; P = 0.08). Similarly, an increase of almost twofold was observed for periodontal ligament (2.16 ± 1.43 vs. 1.23 ± 1.07 mm, respectively; P = 0.26), cementum (2.16 ± 1.43 vs. 1.23 ± 1.07 mm, respectively; P = 0.26) and bone regeneration area (0.74 ± 0.69 vs. 0.32 ± 0.47 mm², respectively; P = 0.14). Root resorption/ankylosis was not observed. Future studies with larger sample sizes will have to be conducted to verify these findings.

Comparative studies between different regenerative approaches have been analyzed in a systematic review by Esposito et al. (44). The authors did not find any difference when comparing amelogenins with barriers, in terms of clinical attachment level gain and probing pocket-depth reduction, in the six studies examined. These data are supported by two large practice-based multicenter trials (110, 123). However, Sanz et al. (110) reported a significantly higher prevalence of complications in the barrier-treated group compared with the amelogenin-treated group.
Clinical periodontal regeneration

The data discussed above indicate that clinical improvements beyond those of flap surgery can be obtained by treating intrabony defects with regenerative therapies, but they also suggest a great variability in clinical outcomes among the different studies. In fact, regeneration is an advanced healing event that occurs when the systemic and local conditions are favorable and when therapy is properly applied. A significant ‘center effect’ was consistently observed in five randomized multicenter studies (28, 110, 134–136). The center variability, defined as the difference in clinical attachment level between the best and the worst centers, had a highly significant impact upon the outcomes, which was greater than the impact of the tested regenerative materials (Table 1).

The observed variability among centers may be a result of differences in the enrolled patients in terms of socio-economic background, form of periodontal disease, response to therapy, persistence of specific pathogens, differences in clinical experience, surgical skills and clinical organization of the clinicians. In addition, a series of prognostic factors associated with the clinical outcomes have been identified using multivariate approaches. The main sources of clinical variability are the patient, the defect and surgery-associated factors (26).

Patient and defect prognostic factors

Evidence suggests that the level of control of periodontitis is associated with clinical outcomes – the persistence of poor plaque control, high levels of bleeding on probing in the dentition (18, 19, 77, 82, 123, 131–133), as well as the persistence of high total bacterial loads or of specific microbial pathogens (or complexes of pathogens) – have all been associated, in a dose-dependent manner, with poor clinical outcomes (42, 62). The level of self-performed plaque control has a large ‘dose-dependent’ effect on the outcome of periodontal regeneration. Better clinical attachment level gains were observed in patients with optimal levels of plaque control than in patients with less ideal oral hygiene (18, 19, 131, 132).

A retrospective study showed that cigarette smokers displayed significantly impaired regenerative outcomes compared with nonsmokers (132). Cigarette smoking was associated with reduced gains in attachment level. The attachment gain in subjects smoking more than 10 cigarettes per day was 2.1 ± 1.2 mm compared with 5.2 ± 1.9 mm in nonsmokers. Thereafter, a series of investigations have confirmed that cigarette smoking displays a dose-dependent detrimental effect on clinical attachment level gains (19, 28, 42, 45, 127, 134, 140).

Defect morphology plays a major role in healing following periodontal-regenerative treatment of intrabony defects. This was demonstrated in studies showing that the depth of the intrabony component of the defect influenced the amount of clinical attachment and bone gained at 1 year: the deeper the defect, the greater was the amount of clinical improvement (42, 46, 123, 131, 133). However, in a multicenter controlled study, it was demonstrated that deep and shallow defects have the ‘same potential’ for regeneration (23). In other words, following the treatment of deep defects we would expect to achieve linear amounts of attachment gain that are larger than those obtained following the treatment of shallow defects, but both deep and shallow defects can express a regenerative potential up to the complete resolution of the intrabony component of the defect.

Another important morphological characteristic of the defect is the width of the intrabony component, measured as the angle that the bony wall of the defect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Treatment effect</th>
<th>Center effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tonetti et al. (134)</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>Bioresorbable barriers vs. flap</td>
<td>0.6 mm</td>
<td>2.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortellini et al. (28)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Bioresorbable barriers vs. flap</td>
<td>1.0 mm</td>
<td>2.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonetti et al. (135)</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>Amelogenins vs. flap</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>2.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanz et al. (110)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Amelogenins vs. bioresorbable barriers</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonetti et al. (136)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Bioresorbable barriers + filler vs. flap</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Treatment effect = added clinical benefit on top of control treatment; Center effect = clinical outcomes of the best center vs. the worst center.
forms with the long axis of the tooth (129). Wider defects have been associated with reduced amounts of clinical attachment level and bone gain at 1 year (46, 131, 133). In a study on 242 intrabony defects treated with membranes, Cortellini & Tonetti (24) demonstrated that defects with a radiographic angle of \( \leq 25^\circ \) gained consistently more attachment (1.6 mm on average) than did defects of \( \geq 37^\circ \). A follow-up study addressed the significance of the baseline radiographic angle of the intrabony defect following the use of enamel matrix derivative (144). The analysis revealed a negative association between the radiographic angle of the defect and the clinical attachment level gains observed at 1 year. Another secondary analysis of a multicenter study on a combination of bone replacement graft with a barrier membrane, in contrast, has indicated a reduced effect of the radiographic angle on clinical attachment gain at 1 year (74). Similarly, an earlier secondary analysis of a controlled clinical trial using titanium-reinforced expanded-polytetrafluoroethylene membranes (133) indicated that the negative impact of an unfavorable defect morphology may be reduced with the use of supported membranes. In particular, the width of the defects was not correlated with the clinical outcomes.

It has also been shown that the number of residual bony walls is correlated with the outcomes of various regenerative approaches (48, 112). This point, as related to regenerative therapy, was addressed in a few investigations with nonresorbable barriers. In one study, clinical attachment level gain was reportedly related to the number of bony walls (120), whereas, in another study with the same barriers, gains in attachment were not related to the defect configuration in terms of one-, two- and three-wall subcomponents (131). Although the number of walls did not result in a significant difference when titanium barriers (133) or combination therapy (136, 137) were used, when bioresorbable barriers (45, 123) and amelogenins were used, significant differences were reported (123, 135). In particular, a secondary analysis of a multicenter trial showed that, in intrabony defects, the added benefit of amelogenins was greater in three-walled defects than in one-walled defects (135). These data have questioned the suitability of the gel formulation of amelogenins for the treatment of defects with a nonsupporting anatomy (i.e., wide defects with missing bony walls). However, more recently, two studies demonstrated a reduced impact of the number of residual bony walls and of defect width on the outcomes obtained with amelogenins under a minimally invasive surgical technique (34, 35). This clearly differs from the evidence, discussed above, of a strong impact of the defect anatomy in terms of residual bony walls and defect width on the clinical outcomes when amelogenins were used under conventional large, and intrinsically less stable, papilla preservation flaps (135, 136).

The endodontic status of the tooth has been suggested as a potentially relevant factor in periodontal therapy. Cortellini & Tonetti (27), in a clinical study on 208 consecutive patients who had one intrabony defect each, demonstrated that when performed properly, root canal treatment does not negatively affect the healing response and the long-term stability of results of deep intrabony defects treated with barrier membranes.

Tooth mobility has long been considered an important factor for periodontal regeneration (111). A multivariate analysis of a multicenter controlled clinical trial demonstrated that increased tooth mobility is negatively and dose-dependently associated with the clinical outcomes of regeneration (28). Although significant, the size of the effect was small within the range of physiologic mobility. The study concluded that Miller grade III mobility (88) negatively affects periodontal regeneration. Another recent secondary analysis of three previously reported trials assessed the regenerative outcomes of mobile teeth (139). This report indicated that teeth with baseline mobility amounting to < 1 mm horizontally could be successfully treated by periodontal regeneration.

Based on these results, it can be concluded that deep and narrow intrabony defects at either vital or endodontically successfully treated teeth are those in which the most significant and predictable outcomes can be achieved by guided tissue-regeneration treatment. The number of walls and the width of the defect are influential when nonsupportive biomaterials are used. The influence of defect anatomy appears to be reduced, to some extent, when a more stable design of the flap is applied. Severe, uncontrolled tooth mobility (Miller grade II or higher) (88) may impair the regenerative outcomes. Significant clinical improvements can be expected only in patients with optimal plaque control and with reduced levels of periodontal contamination, and in nonsmokers.

**Surgery-associated factors**

Basic and clinical research indicate that the absolute requirements for successful regeneration include the presence of space for the formation of the blood clot at the interface between the flap and the root surface (18, 19, 55, 67, 121, 133, 151), the stability of the blood clot to maintain continuity with the root surface,
Provided histological support that the healing outcome following application of demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft in intrabony defects had a regenerative component in the apical to middle portion of the depth of the defect (6–8).

The adoption of biologic products/compounds is based on their ability to induce or accelerate the processes of matrix formation and cell differentiation (5). These products enforce the healing process but lack the mechanical properties to help in the provision of space and blood-clot stabilization. Accordingly, some of these products are loaded onto solid, bioreabsorbable carriers to provide some mechanical properties (98, 142). Currently, two preparations consisting of growth and/or differentiation factors are available for use in periodontal regeneration: enamel matrix derivative in a gel form; and platelet-derived growth factor mixed in a beta-tricalcium phosphate bone-replacement graft.

Significant pre-clinical evidence supports the positive effect of recombinant human platelet-derived growth factor-BB associated with recombinant human insulin-like growth factor-1 on periodontal wound healing and regeneration (65). Support for the clinical use of growth factors comes from two multicenter studies on recombinant human-derived growth factor (71, 92) and two on fibroblast growth factor-2 (68, 69). Drawing conclusions from the four studies, it is apparent that both the tested growth factors resulted in a measurable added benefit compared with controls in terms of bone gain, but in three of the four studies a significant difference in terms of clinical attachment level gain was not achieved.

The benefit of the use of amelogenin (enamel matrix derivative) gel in the treatment of intrabony defects is supported by human histologic evidence, case report studies, meta-analyses of randomized controlled clinical trials and large multicenter trials (43, 44, 47, 59–61, 63, 86, 115, 122, 123, 135). Clinically, the rate of wound healing following application of amelogenins seems to be enhanced. A study investigating soft-tissue density in the surgical site using underexposed radiographs (137) reported that the rate of increase in soft-tissue density following the application of amelogenins may be faster than in the access flap control. Such modulation has been interpreted as the outcome of the local release of growth and differentiation factors by the cells involved in the local wound-healing process (5).

The biologic principles supporting combination therapy relate to the possibility of obtaining an additive effect from one regenerative principle when used in combination with another one, such as...
osteocconductivity and osteo-inductivity, the capacity for space provision and blood-clot stabilization, and the ability to induce or accelerate the processes of matrix formation and cell differentiation that are inherent in barriers, grafts and bioactive substances. Various modalities of combination therapy based on the use of barrier membranes plus grafting materials have been proposed. Pre-clinical (i.e. animal) studies presenting histologic support for periodontal regeneration using the combination of barrier membranes and grafting materials have been recently reviewed (118). The 10 papers completely fulfilling the inclusion criteria demonstrated superior histologic healing following use of the combination of barrier membranes and grafting materials than following open flap debridement. Histologically superior healing following use of the combination of barrier membranes and grafting materials compared with use of barrier membranes alone or grafting materials alone were only obtained in noncontained two-wall intrabony and supra-alveolar defects. The cited analysis indicates that the combination of barrier membranes and grafting materials may result in histologic evidence of periodontal regeneration, predominantly bone repair.

From a clinical standpoint, Schallhorn & McClain (113) reported on improved clinical results in intrabony defects and degree II furcations, following a combination therapy that included barrier membranes plus demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft and citric acid root conditioning. In three controlled clinical trials, the treatment of a total of 45 pairs of intrabony defects with demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft grafting and guided tissue regeneration were compared with guided tissue regeneration alone. The differences between the two treatments did not reach statistical significance, thus indicating no added effect of combining demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft with barrier materials in the treatment of intrabony defects. Guillemin et al. (53) compared the effect of demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft alone with a combination of barrier materials plus demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft in 15 pairs of intrabony defects. Both treatments resulted in significant amounts of clinical attachment level gains and bone fill at 6 months, but no difference was found between the treatments. The same outcomes were reported by Trejo et al. (138) in a randomized clinical trial that compared polyactic acid barriers plus demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft with polyactic acid barriers alone.

Promising clinical results with a clinical attachment level gain ranging from 1.0 to 5.5 mm were obtained in human case reports, in which the combination of barrier membranes and Bio-Oss® was used for the treatment of intrabony periodontal defects (76, 87, 99). The combined Bio-Oss® and guided tissue-regeneration treatment resulted in greater pocket-depth reduction, clinical attachment level gain and defect fill compared with the implantation of Bio-Oss® alone in a case series (11) and flap surgery alone in a split-mouth study (10). Three randomized controlled clinical studies (116, 126, 136) confirmed that clinical improvements in defects treated with barrier membranes in combination with Bio-Oss® grafting were significantly better than those obtained with flap surgery alone. In a controlled study (101), similar clinical improvements were obtained when Bio-Oss® combined with guided tissue regeneration was compared with biomodification of the root surface with enamel matrix protein.

Combination therapy, including the use of amelogenins plus barrier membranes and/or grafting materials, has been tested. A systematic review (142) concluded that there is evidence to support the use of amelogenins, either alone or in combination with grafts, to treat intra-osseous defects effectively. The additional use of a graft seems to enhance the clinical outcome of amelogenins; the combined use of human platelet-derived growth factor-BB and P-15 with a graft biomaterial has shown beneficial effects in intra-osseous defects; contrasting results were reported for platelet-rich plasma and graft combinations. The systematic review of Tu et al. (145) concluded that there was little evidence to support the additional benefits of amelogenins in conjunction with other regenerative materials when compared with amelogenins alone. When different types of bone grafts and barrier membranes were treated separately, amelogenins with bovine bone grafts showed greater treatment effects.

The surgical approach

Application of all the aforementioned regenerative strategies, including combinations, requires stable protection by soft tissues to avoid bacterial contamination. Membrane exposure with consequent bacterial contamination during healing represented the major complication of periodontal-regenerative procedures previously, with prevalence in the range of 50–100% (1, 2, 14–16, 39, 40, 45, 82, 89, 119, 140). Cortellini et al. (19, 20) reported that the prevalence of membrane exposure could be greatly reduced with the use of access flaps, specifically designed to preserve the interdental tissues (i.e. the modified papilla preservation technique). Many studies have shown that exposed membranes are contaminated with
bacteria (39, 40, 77, 94, 95) and contamination of exposed nonbioabsorbable as well as bioabsorbable membranes is associated with lower probing attachment-level gains in intrabony defects.

Another important issue associated with clinical results is the coverage of the regenerated tissue after removal of a nonbioabsorbable membrane. Many authors have reported that the frequent occurrence of a gingival dehiscence over barrier membranes is likely to result in insufficient protection of the interdental regenerated tissue (1, 2, 15, 16, 119, 131). Exposure of the regenerated tissue to the oral environment enhances the risks of mechanical and infectious insults that may, in turn, prevent complete maturation of the regenerated tissue into a new connective tissue attachment. In fact, incomplete coverage of the regenerated tissue was associated with reduced attachment and bone gain at 1 year (131). The positioning of a saddle-shaped free gingival graft over the regenerated interdental tissue was suggested to offer better coverage and protection than a dehiscent gingival flap (18).

In general, the development of new procedures was aimed at complete preservation of the marginal tissue in order to achieve and maintain primary closure on top of the applied regenerative material/substance during the critical stages of healing. Specifically, flap designs attempted to achieve passive primary closure of the flap combined with optimal wound stability.

**Papilla preservation flaps.** The modified papilla preservation technique was developed in order to achieve and maintain primary closure of the flap and to increase the ability to create space for regeneration in the interdental area, (20). This approach is based on the elevation of ample full-thickness buccal and lingual flaps, followed by a buccal periosteal incision to increase buccal flap mobility. Vertical releasing incisions are traced when needed. Flaps are generally coronally positioned on top of barriers and/or grafts or combinations and are sutured with a double-layer suturing technique to provide stable interdental closure. The double-layer suturing approach is mandatory. The deep internal crossed mattress suture is aimed at coronally advancing the buccal flap and the second suture is aimed at sealing the papilla in the absence of tension. The application of this technique reduced wound failure and subsequent bacterial contamination to about 30% of the treated sites (Fig. 1A–J). The modified papilla preservation technique allowed stable primary closure of the flap in the interdental space in 70% of the sites, providing protection of the regenerative materials and the underlying regenerating tissues from the oral environment. In a randomized controlled clinical study on 45 patients (19), significantly greater amounts of attachment gain were obtained with the modified papilla preservation technique and titanium-reinforced barriers (5.3 ± 2.2 mm) in comparison with either conventional guided tissue regeneration (4.1 ± 1.9 mm) or flap surgery (2.5 ± 0.8 mm). The sites treated with the modified papilla preservation technique also developed less gingival recession compared with control therapies. This controlled clinical study demonstrated that a papilla preservation flap can result in improved clinical outcomes compared with regeneration performed using conventional flap approaches without interdental soft-tissue preservation.

A meta-analysis (90) showed a trend of increased clinical outcomes in studies using flap designs and suturing techniques considered conducive to the achievement and maintenance of primary closure of the flap. The modified papilla preservation technique can be successfully applied in sites in which the interdental space width is at least 2 mm at the most coronal portion of the papilla and in conjunction with a variety of regenerative materials, including barriers, biologically active materials such as amelogenins (135) or growth factors and bone replacement grafts (31, 136).

When interdental sites are narrower, a different papilla preservation procedure has been proposed, the simplified papilla preservation flap (25). In the cited study, 100% of the narrow interdental papilla could be closed on top of bioresorbable barriers, and 67% maintained primary closure over time, resulting in gains of clinical attachment level of 4.9 ± 1.8 mm (Fig. 2A–I). This approach has been successfully applied in several multicenter randomized clinical trials designed to test the generalizability of the added benefits of using barrier membranes in deep intrabony defects (28, 134) and in conjunction with a variety of regenerative materials, including biologically active materials such as amelogenins (135) and bone-replacement grafts (31, 136).

Following the path of surgical refinements, the potential of soft-tissue manipulation to obtain stable protection of the regeneration site has been further explored, applying a microsurgical approach in the regenerative therapy of deep intrabony defects. Cortellini & Tonetti (29, 31) and Wachtel et al. (148) tested the use of operative microscopes and microsurgical instruments to increase visual acuity and surgical accuracy in the application of papilla preservation flaps in periodontal regeneration (Fig. 3A–G). Microsurgery reduced wound failure to a
In a patient cohort study on 26 patients with 26 intrabony defects treated with papilla preservation techniques, primary closure on the barrier was obtained in 100% of the defects and maintained over time in 92.3% of the sites (29). Treatment resulted in large amounts of clinical attachment level gains (5.4 ± 1.2 mm) and minimal gingival recession (0.4 ± 0.7 mm).

Minimally invasive surgical technique

In the last decade, a growing interest for more patient-friendly and patient-oriented surgery has urged clinical investigators to focus their interest in the development of less-invasive approaches. Harrel & Rees (56) proposed the minimally invasive surgical technique with the aim to produce minimal wounds, minimal flap reflection and gentle handling of the soft and hard tissues (57, 58). In order to provide even greater wound stability and protection, and to limit patient morbidity further, Cortellini & Tonetti proposed a papilla preservation flap in the context of a minimally invasive, high-power, magnification-assisted surgical technique (32). The minimally invasive approach is particularly suited for treatment in conjunction with biologically active agents, such as amelogenins or growth factors, which are eventually associated with grafting materials. In the minimally invasive surgical technique, a growing interest for more patient-friendly and patient-oriented surgery has urged clinical investigators to focus their interest in the development of less-invasive approaches.
invasive surgical technique approach, the defect-associated interdental papilla is accessed either with the simplified papilla preservation flap (25) in narrow interdental spaces (Fig. 4A–I) or the modified papilla preservation technique (20) in large interdental spaces (Fig. 5A–G). After elevation of the interdental tissues, the buccal and the lingual incisions are minimally extended mesial-distally and the full-thickness flaps are minimally elevated in order to expose just the coronal edges of the residual bony walls. Periosteal incisions are never performed. Vertical releasing incisions are placed in very few instances. The suturing approach is based on the use of a single internal modified mattress suture. Additional sutures can be applied to further increase primary closure, when needed. All surgical procedures are performed with the aid of an operating microscope or magnifying loops at 4–16× magnifications (29, 31). Microsurgical instruments are utilized, whenever needed, as a complement to the normal set of periodontal instruments. The minimally invasive surgical technique associated with the application of amelogenins has undergone preliminary testing in two case series with a total of 53 deep intrabony defects (32, 33). The 1-year results have shown clinically significant improvements (clinical attachment level gains of 4.8 ± 1.9 mm and 88.7 ± 20.7% clinical resolution of the defect) accompanied by greatly reduced patient morbidity. The same approach was successfully applied to multiple intrabony defects in 20 patients (34). The 44 treated defects gained, on average, 4.4 ± 1.4 mm of clinical attachment. Of the defects, 73% showed clinical attachment level improvements of ≥ 4 mm. This corresponded to an 83 ± 20% resolution of the defect (15 defects were completely filled). Residual probing pocket depth was 2.5 ± 0.6 mm. A minimal increase of 0.2 ± 0.6 mm in gingival recession between baseline and 1 year was recorded.

Fig. 2. (A) Preoperative image of a second lower-left premolar presenting with a distal pocket of 6 mm. (B) Distal narrow intrabony defect reaching the mid-third of the root. (C) A large buccal flap, extending to the neighboring teeth, uncovers a two- to three-wall 5-mm intrabony defect. (D) A bioresorbable barrier was positioned on the defect area. (E) The simplified papilla preservation large flap has been coronally positioned and sutured to cover the barrier completely. (F) At 1 year, a 3-mm sulcus is associated with minimal gingival recession with respect to baseline. (G) The 1-year radiograph showing almost complete resolution of the intrabony component of the defect. (H) Clinical stability after 10 years. (I) Radiographic evidence of stability of the regenerated bone after 10 years.
A recent controlled clinical study on 30 patients compared the minimally invasive surgical technique plus amelogenins with the minimally invasive surgical technique alone (107). The authors reported significant probing pocket-depth reductions, clinical attachment level gains and radiographic bone gain at 3 and 6 months in both groups. No differences were detected between therapies at any time. They concluded that the use of amelogenins did not provide superior benefits on the outcome of the minimally invasive surgical approach for the treatment of intrabony defects.

An enhancement of this technique, the modified minimally invasive surgical technique (36), has been recently tested. The modified minimally invasive surgical technique was designed specifically to improve flap stability and to provide self-ability to maintain space for regeneration. The surgical approach consists of a tiny interdental access in which only a buccal triangular flap is elevated, while the papilla is left in place, connected to the root of the crest-associated tooth with its supracrestal fibres (Fig. 6A–I). Access to the defect is gained through the tiny buccal triangular flap: from the buccal ‘window’ the soft tissue filling the defect (i.e. the so-called granulation tissue) is sharply dissected from the papillary supracrestal connective tissue and from the bony walls with a microblade and removed with a minicurette. Then, the root surface is carefully debrided with hand and mechanical instruments. The supracrestal fibres of the defect-associated papilla and the palatal tissues are left untouched. The minimal wound and the minimal flap elevation allows for preservation of most of the vessels providing blood supply to the interdental tissues, with obvious advantages for the healing process of the interdental wound. This
Fig. 4. (A) Upper left lateral incisor presenting with a 7-mm pocket. (B) The radiograph shows a narrow mesial intrabony defect. (C) The defect was accessed using a minimally invasive surgical technique involving only the defect-associated papilla. (D) The defect-associated papilla, incised according to the simplified papilla preservation flap oblique interdental incision, was minimally elevated to the palatal side. (E) A single internal modified mattress suture seals the area, after treatment with amelogenins. (F) The 1-year image shows stability of the gingival margin associated with a 3-mm normal sulcus. (G) One-year radiograph showing the resolution of the intrabony component of the defect. (H) Clinical stability of the treated area after 5 years. (I) Radiographic stability of the treated area after 5 years.

Fig. 5. (A) An 11-mm-deep pocket distal to the upper right lateral incisor. (B) A deep and wide intrabony defect is evident in the baseline radiograph. (C) A single interdental suture is positioned to seal the defect area after application of amelogenins. The area was accessed using a modified papilla preservation technique-like horizontal interdental incision. The buccal flap was extended to the mesial side of the lateral incisor to gain better access to the defect. (D) The 1-year probing shows a clinical attachment gain of 7 mm. (E) The 1-year radiograph showing the resolution of about 70% of the intrabony component of the defect. (F) Six-year clinical stability of the outcomes. (G) Clinical stability of the regenerated bone after 6 years.
surgical approach, with its particular design, ensures self-support to the interdental soft tissues through the ‘hanging’ papilla, thereby enhancing space provision. The flap is extremely stable because most of the soft tissues around the bony defect are not incised or elevated, thereby enhancing blood-clot stability. Minimal flap trauma, integrity of the blood supply and absolute passivity in the suturing technique ensures primary closure of the interdental wound in the majority of cases, thereby preventing bacterial contamination. The suturing approach is based on the use of a single internal modified mattress suture. Additional sutures can be applied, when needed, to ensure primary closure. However, the reduced buccal access means that this approach is not applicable to very deep defects that involve the lingual side of a tooth in which the diseased root surface cannot be reached easily for instrumentation from the small buccal window (36).

Recently, a three-armed randomized controlled clinical trial was designed to compare the clinical efficacy of the modified minimally invasive surgical technique alone with the modified minimally invasive surgical technique plus amelogenins (enamel matrix derivative) and with the modified minimally invasive surgical technique plus amelogenins plus bone mineral-derived xenograph, in the treatment of isolated, interdental intrabony defects (37). The study was performed on 45 deep, isolated, intrabony defects accessed using the modified minimally invasive surgical technique and randomly assigned to three experimental groups: 15 to the modified minimally invasive surgical technique alone; 15 to the modified minimally invasive surgical technique + enamel matrix derivative; and 15 to the modified minimally invasive surgical technique + enamel matrix derivative + bone mineral-derived xenograph. Differences between baseline and 1 year were statistically significant in the three groups in terms of probing pocket-depth reduction ($P < 0.0001$, Student’s $t$-test) and clinical attachment level gain ($P < 0.0001$). Comparisons among the three groups showed no statistically significant

![Fig. 6. (A) A 10-mm pocket mesial to the upper right cuspid. (B) The baseline radiograph shows a deep intrabony defect reaching the mid-third of the root. (C) The area was accessed using the modified minimally invasive surgical procedure. The buccal flap is minimally elevated to the midbuccal contour of the cuspid and the lateral incisor. The defect-associated interdental papilla has been left untouched and the lingual flap was not elevated. The intrabony defect and the exposed root surface were instrumented through the small buccal surgical ‘window’. (D) Single modified internal mattress suture positioned to close the area. No regenerative material was placed in the defect, leaving the natural blood clot alone to fill the intrabony component. (E) Integrity of the primary closure of the wound after 1 week. (F) Light probing after 6 months showed penetration of the probe to a depth of 3 mm. (G) The defect was mineralized almost completely after 6 months. (H) The 1-year clinical image shows a 3-mm normal sulcus, associated with 7 mm of clinical attachment gain and no increase in gingival recession. (I) The 1-year radiograph shows complete resolution of the intrabony component of the defect.](image-url)
difference in any of the measured clinical outcomes. In particular, clinical attachment level gains were $4.1 \pm 1.4$ mm in the modified minimally invasive surgical technique control group, $4.1 \pm 1.2$ mm in the enamel matrix derivative group and $3.7 \pm 1.3$ mm in the enamel matrix derivative + bone mineral-derived xenograph group. The radiographic bone fill of the intrabony component was $77 \pm 19\%$ in the modified minimally invasive surgical technique control group, $71 \pm 18\%$ in the enamel matrix derivative group and $78 \pm 27\%$ in the enamel matrix derivative + bone mineral-derived xenograph group. This initial controlled study had the power to detect a true difference of $0.96$ mm in clinical attachment levels among treatment groups. However, the fact that the outcomes among the three groups could not be discriminated raises a series of hypotheses that focus on the intrinsic healing potential of a wound when ideal conditions are provided with the surgical approach. In other words, the outcomes of this study challenge clinicians with the possibility to obtain substantial clinical improvements without the use of products or materials. An independent study (143) reported similar outcomes, with no difference between a single flap approach only and a single flap approach plus a bioresorbable barrier and hydroxyapatite. However, larger studies are needed to confirm the reported outcomes.

Surgical and postsurgical events

Clinicians are interested in information about the surgical and postsurgical period, such as chair-time required for the surgical procedure, postsurgical complications, and pain and painkiller consumption after the procedure. From the very beginning of the ‘guided tissue regeneration era’ the frequent occurrence of complications was apparent, in particular exposure of barriers. It arose in almost $100\%$ of cases in the pre-papilla preservation techniques period (1, 2, 14–16, 39, 40, 45, 82, 89, 119, 140) and was reportedly reduced to a small number of cases ($6$–$50\%$) when papilla preservation flaps were adopted (19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29, 78, 90, 134–136). A consistent decrease in complications was observed when barriers were not incorporated into the surgical procedure. In particular, the adoption of amelogenins largely reduced the prevalence of complications (44, 134). A comparative study between barriers and amelogenins clearly demonstrated such a striking difference, reporting a complication rate of $100\%$ in the barrier-treated sites compared with $6\%$ in the amelogenin-treated sites (110).

Table 2 documents some surgical and postsurgical parameters from three studies. Two studies were performed applying the traditional papilla preservation flaps with bioresorbable barriers (28) and amelogenins (135). The third study was performed using the minimally invasive surgical technique in combination with amelogenins (33). A historical comparison highlights clear differences in some parameters among the three studies. Surgical chair-time was the longest when large papilla preservation flaps and barriers were applied, shorter when large papilla preservation flaps were combined with amelogenins and by far the shortest when the minimally invasive surgical technique and amelogenins were used. The number of subjects reporting postoperative pain was similar in the two papilla preservation flap studies and much reduced in the minimally invasive surgical technique study, as was pain intensity and consumption of painkillers (Table 2). The reported outcomes indicate that use of different materials (barriers or amelogenins) applied in combination with a similar surgical approach results in similar postoperative pain, whereas a more user-friendly, shorter chair-time, minimally invasive surgery is associated with less postoperative pain. In other words, postoperative pain apparently is not influenced by the type of regenerative material but by the type of surgical approach. The minimal amount of complications and postoperative problems associated with application of minimally invasive surgical technique and amelogenins was recently confirmed by the same group in another study on multiple defects (34) and by an independent controlled study (108). These considerations suggest that clinicians should adopt tissue-friendly approaches whenever possible.

Clinical potential and limits for regeneration

From the very beginning of modern periodontal regeneration therapy it was apparent that periodontal tissues could express a surprising regenerative potential under particular circumstances. Sparse case reports demonstrated that very deep defects, reaching the apical third of the root, could be substantially filled with new bone and new clinical attachment (1, 14, 102). Larger studies suggested that in deeper defects a greater amount of clinical improvements is generally obtained (46, 124, 131). These observations raised questions about the ‘potential’ for regeneration: is the potential greater in deeper defects? A multicenter randomized controlled study demonstrated that deep and shallow defects have the ‘same potential’ for...
regeneration (23). The cited study reported similar amounts of attachment gain in defects presenting with an intrabony component of \( \leq 3 \) mm (76% defect resolution) and defects of \( \geq 4 \) mm (77% defect resolution), indicating that the potential for regeneration is similar in either shallow or deep intrabony components. The conclusions of this study are indirectly supported by the results of large controlled clinical trials performed with the application of different successful regenerative approaches (19, 22, 28, 134–136). Unpublished subanalyses of these experimental populations, in which the treated defects have been clustered according to defect depth, show that clinical attachment gain is obtained in all defects from shallow to deep, but deeper defects gain more attachment (in millimetres) than do shallow defects. In other words, regeneration seems to express its potential as much as the ‘container’ allows it to do so and irrespective of the ‘regenerative approach’ chosen, within the panel of the regenerative approaches tested. A recent controlled study has challenged the limits of the periodontium to repair or regenerate. The chair-time was measured from the delivery of anesthesia to completion of the regenerative surgical procedures; the number of subjects reporting some postoperative pain was determined at the 1-week recall visit; the intensity of pain was measured using a visual analogue scale; and the number of painkillers was those taken in addition to the two compulsory painkillers administered at the end of surgery.

Table 2. Surgical and postsurgical parameters reported from three studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Regenerative approach</th>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>Chair time (min)</th>
<th>Subjects with postoperative pain (%)</th>
<th>Pain intensity</th>
<th>No. of painkillers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortellini et al. (28)</td>
<td>Simplified papilla preservation flap/modified papilla preservation technique + bioresorbable barriers</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>99 ± 46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28.1 ± 2.5</td>
<td>4.1 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonetti et al. (137)</td>
<td>Simplified papilla preservation flap/modified papilla preservation technique + amelogenins</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>80 ± 34</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>28.0 ± 20.0</td>
<td>4.3 ± 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortellini &amp; Tonetti (33)</td>
<td>Minimally invasive surgical technique + amelogenins</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>58 ± 11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19.0 ± 10.0</td>
<td>1.1 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, periodontal regeneration in intrabony defects has been successfully attempted with a variety of different regenerative materials and surgical approaches. As discussed, meta-analyses of randomized controlled clinical trials, as well as human and animal histologic findings, support the potential of barrier membranes (50, 97), demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft (6–8), combinations of barrier membranes and grafts (11, 87) and the use of enamel matrix derivative (86, 147) or growth factors (65) to induce periodontal regeneration. Controlled clinical trials report that the above-mentioned approaches provide added benefits, in terms of
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clinical attachment level gain, compared with open flap debridement alone [Trombelli et al. (141), Murphy & Gunsolley (90), Giannobile & Somerman (47), Esposito et al. (43, 44), Needleman et al. (91)]. Comparisons among some of the cited regenerative approaches failed to demonstrate clear superiority of one of the tested materials (44, 47, 90, 106, 142, 145). Therefore, the existing evidence does not support the choice of a single approach among the different regenerative possibilities. In addition, all the cited studies have shown a substantial degree of variability, in terms of clinical attachment level gains, reporting failures or unsatisfactory outcomes in part of the treated population. This trend is not unexpected because each patient randomly entered in each study presents with unique individual characteristics and each defect presents with very different and unique anatomies. The outcomes of each randomized study clearly demonstrate that none of the regenerative approaches can resolve all the different patient and defect presentations. It is therefore essential to build up a clinical decision tree that allows clinicians to apply the appropriate regenerative strategy to each individual case.

The body of evidence discussed above has already been utilized in recent years to develop an evidence-based regenerative strategy to guide clinicians through a decision-making process aimed at optimizing the clinical outcomes of periodontal regeneration in intrabony defects (26, 31). The performance of this clinical strategy has been assessed in a 40-patient consecutive case series treated with the papilla preservation techniques (31). Based on defect anatomy, nonresorbable titanium-reinforced expanded-polytetrafluoroethylene barrier membranes or bioresorbable membranes supported with a bone-replacement graft were used in 23 one- to two-wall-wide intrabony defects, bioresorbable barriers alone were used in seven narrow two-wall defects and amelogenins were applied to 10 defects with a prevalent three-wall component. Flap primary closure was obtained in 100% of the patients at completion of surgery and was maintained in 93% of the sites during the entire early healing phase. The 1-year clinical attachment gain was 6 ± 1.8 mm. No sites gained < 4 mm of clinical attachment; 77.5% gained ≥ 5 mm and 40% gained > 6 mm. Residual probing depths were 2.7 ± 0.6 mm, and the increase in gingival recession...
was minimal between baseline and 1 year (0.1 ± 0.7 mm). The four approaches resulted in 88–95% resolution of the original depth of the intrabony component of the defect (31). The outcomes of the reported study clearly demonstrate that the application of a sound strategy can help clinicians to optimize the clinical outcomes in each single case.

A novel, more comprehensive, clinical strategy has been developed to improve the clinical capacity further, to ensure optimal therapy for each given patient and defect site. This approach takes into account the relevance of the patient characteristics, as previously reported in this review, and bases its foundations on the need to satisfy the three major contributors to periodontal regeneration: (i) the need for space for the formation of the blood clot at the interface between the flap and the root surface (19, 20, 55, 67, 121, 133, 151); (ii) the need for stability of the blood clot to maintain continuity with the root surface, avoiding formation of a long junctional epithelium (55, 64, 75, 150); and (iii) the need for soft-tissue protection of the treated area to avoid bacterial contamination (39, 40, 94, 95, 104, 110, 119).

Space and blood-clot stability are self-provided in the so-called ‘containing defects’, the narrow three-wall defects in particular (24, 48, 74, 112, 120, 144). The ‘noncontaining defects’ – the large one- or two-wall defects – require an intervention to supplement the deficient anatomy (45, 131, 132, 135–137). The intervention can be based on the use of biomaterials, such as exoskeleton-like barriers or endoskeleton-like grafts, which are able to support the soft tissues and to stabilize the blood clot, or a combination of both approaches. In other words, the anatomic deficiencies of the defects have to be supplemented by the additional use of biomaterials. The same goal may also be achieved by adopting particular surgical strategies in which tissues are minimally elevated to increase their stability (the minimally invasive surgical technique and the modified minimally invasive surgical technique approaches) (32–37). Blood-clot stability is also clearly influenced by tooth mobility: splinting teeth with Miller grade II or grade III mobility is essential to avoid the disruption of the blood clot in the early healing phase (28, 138).

Protection of the regenerating area should be provided through the adoption of specifically designed surgical approaches. The different surgical approaches developed over time incorporate clear
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(A) Lower-left cuspid. The tooth is associated with a pocket of 10 mm and clinical attachment loss of 16 mm. (B) The baseline radiograph highlights the presence of a very deep mesial defect, extending beyond the apex of the tooth, associated with an incomplete endodontic treatment. (C) The endodontic treatment has been improved. However, after 4 months, no radiologic improvements of the lesion were detected. (D) After debridement, calculus covering the root apices is evident. The mesial intrabony defect is associated with complete buccal dehiscence, extending beyond the apex. The area was treated with amelogenins. (E) The 1-year radiograph shows almost complete resolution of the defect. (F) The 5-year clinical image shows a 3-mm normal sulcus associated with clinical attachment level gain of 6 mm. (G) The 5-year radiograph shows the stability of the regenerated bone.
differences in terms of flap design and suturing technique. In addition to their ability to provide protection to the regenerating area, they may make different contributions to improve one or more of the many processes potentially relevant to overall wound healing. The traditional papilla-preservation flaps (20, 25) were designed as wide and very mobile flaps in order to allow perfect visibility of the defect area, easy application of biomaterials and for the coronal positioning of the buccal flap to cover barriers and biomaterials. In other words, the papilla preservation flaps did not incorporate the mechanical characteristics to improve wound stability and the independent capacity to create space for regeneration. In contrast, the minimally invasive surgical technique (32, 33) was designed to reduce flap extension and mobility as much as possible, and to increase the ability for primary wound closure and blood-clot stability. This potential was partly highlighted in two studies that demonstrated a reduced impact of the number of residual bony walls and of the defect width on the outcomes obtained with amelogenins under a minimally invasive surgical technique (34, 35) and was recently confirmed in a comparative study demonstrating similar outcomes between the minimally invasive surgical technique alone and the minimally invasive surgical technique plus amelogenins (107).

A further development of this surgical approach ended in the modified minimally invasive surgical technique approach (36, 37). This advanced flap design further enhances the potential of the flap to provide space and stability for regeneration by leaving the interdental papillary soft tissues attached to the root surface of the crest-associated tooth and by avoiding any palatal flap elevation. The interdental soft tissues are the stable ‘roof’ of a room where the blood fills in and forms a clot. In addition, the hanging papilla prevents the collapse of the soft tissues, maintaining space for regeneration: the anatomic bone deficiencies are potentially supplemented by the specific flap design that provides additional ‘soft-tissue walls’ to the missing bony walls, thus improving stability: the walls of the ‘room’ are the residual bony walls, the root surface and the buccal/lingual soft tissues. The minimal flap extension and elevation also greatly reduces the damage to the vascular system. It is clear that such a flap is not designed to allow for the positioning of a barrier, but easily allows for the use of biologicals or grafts. The clinical flow charts presented here (Fig. 9–14) were developed also taking into account the scientific contributions on surgical and postsurgical events, such as chair-time, side effects and postoperative pain.

Clinical flow charts

The step-by-step clinical approach to the treatment of intrabony defects includes two presurgical flow charts dealing with patient and local factors (Flow charts 1 and 2) and four surgical flow charts (surgical nodes) (Flow charts 3–6). The build-up of the surgical nodes was driven by the willingness to treat a given defect using the procedure judged as fastest, easiest, less burdened by side effects and best tolerated by patients. Lastly, suggestions for postoperative care are discussed.

The step-by-step approach starts with the control of patient-associated characteristics (Flow chart 1): low levels of plaque and residual infection; high levels of compliance; and absence of adverse conditions such as smoking habit, stress and uncontrolled diabetes or other systemic diseases have to be well established.

A few conditions, such as the endodontic condition, local contamination and mobility of the involved tooth, have to be controlled before surgery (Flow chart 2). Endodontic diagnosis and eventual treatment should be performed well in advance of the regenerative surgery (27). Vital teeth should preferably be kept vital, the only exception being involvement of the apex of a tooth by the periodontal lesion (38). Nonvital teeth have to be successfully treated with root canal therapy. Existing root canal therapies should be carefully evaluated, and inadequate treatments should be redone. Local contamination of the defect-associated pocket should be as low as possible (62). The presence of bleeding on probing (i.e. bacteria) should be controlled with additional gentle root-surface debridement and eventually with the additional use of local antimicrobials (54, 146) a few weeks before regeneration (38). Teeth with a mobility
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of Miller grade II or grade III should be splinted before or immediately following the surgical procedure (28, 139). Tooth mobility should be re-evaluated during the early healing phase and any increase in mobility should be detected and managed appropriately.

Surgical access to the intrabony defects is selected from three different surgical approaches: the simplified papilla preservation flap (25); the modified papilla preservation technique (20); and the crestal incision (26) (Flow chart 3, Node 1). The simplified papilla preservation flap is chosen whenever the width of the interdental space is 2 mm or less, as measured at the level of the supracrestal portion of the papilla. The modified papilla preservation technique is used at sites with an interdental width of > 2 mm; and the crestal incision is applied next to an edentulous area.

Surgical node 2 (Flow chart 4) deals with the choice of the flap design. Whenever a defect involves one or two sides of a root and is cleansable from a tiny buccal window, the modified minimally invasive surgical technique is applied (36). In some instances the modified minimally invasive surgical technique approach can be applied to both the interdental spaces neighboring the defect-associated tooth, allowing for instrumentation of a defect involving up to three sides of a root. If the defect is not cleansable from the buccal window, the interdental papilla is elevated, applying a minimally invasive surgical technique approach (32, 34). A large flap, extended to the neighboring teeth and including also an eventual periosteal incision and/or vertical-releasing incisions, will be chosen in the presence of a very severe and deep defect, involving three or four sides of the root, requiring ample visibility for instrumentation and the use of either endoskeletons or exoskeletons (20, 25).

Selection of the regenerative material is based on the defect anatomy and on the flap design chosen to expose the defect (Flow chart 5, node 3). If a modified minimally invasive surgical technique approach is applied, amelogenins or no regenerative materials are the elective choices (36, 37). If a minimally invasive surgical technique approach is applied, amelogenins can be used alone in containing defects or in combination with a filler in noncontaining defects (32–35, 107). If a large flap is elevated, stability to the area should be provided by applying barriers or fillers, combinations of barriers and fillers, or combinations of amelogenins/growth factors and fillers. Amelogenins alone are preferred in defects with a prevalent three-wall morphology or in well-supported two-wall defects.
The suturing approach is chosen according to the type of regenerative strategy applied (Flow chart 6, node 4). It will consist of a single internal modified mattress suture when a modified minimally invasive surgical technique or a minimally invasive surgical technique approach is chosen and amelogenins alone are applied (32, 34, 36). It consists of the combination of two internal mattress sutures applied at the defect-associated interdental area to reach primary closure of the papilla in the absence of any tension when a large flap with a periosteal incision is used in association with a barrier or a graft or a combination thereof (19, 20, 22, 24, 26, 31). The surgical procedure is preferably performed with the aid of magnification, such as loops or an operating microscope (29, 31, 148). Microsurgical instruments and materials should be utilized to complement the normal periodontal set.

Postsurgical and early home-care protocols are directly derived from the experiences developed by running several controlled clinical trials (19, 22, 23, 28, 134–136). For the control of bacterial contamination, an empirical protocol consisting of doxycycline (100 mg twice daily for 1 week), 0.12% chlorhexidine mouth rinsing three times daily and weekly prophylaxis is prescribed. Sutures are removed after 1 week. Patients are requested to avoid normal brushing, flossing and chewing in the treated area for periods of 6–10 weeks. A postsurgical soft toothbrush soaked in chlorhexidine is adopted from week 1 to gently wipe the treated area. Nonresorbable membranes are removed after 6 weeks. Patients can resume full oral hygiene and chewing function in the treated area 2–4 weeks after membrane removal or when the bioresorbable membranes are fully resorbed. Patients treated with amelogenins resume full oral hygiene after a period of 4–5 weeks. At the end of the ‘early healing phase’, patients are placed on a 3-month recall system. A general suggestion to avoid any invasive clinical maneuver, such as hard subgingival instrumentation, restorative dentistry, orthodontics and additional surgery, for a period of about 9 months is also part of a strategy that is aimed at optimizing the clinical outcomes of periodontal regeneration.

Long-term effects and benefits of regeneration

A pertinent question with respect to regenerative treatment is whether the attachment level and bone gains achieved can be maintained over an extended period of time. In a long-term follow-up study, Gottlow et al. (51) assessed the stability of new attachment gained through guided tissue-regeneration procedures in 39 patients. The results of this study and those of other trials indicate that attachment gain obtained following guided tissue-regeneration treatment can be maintained on a long-term basis (2, 83).

An investigation on intrabony defects demonstrated that the stability of sites treated with guided tissue regeneration was dependent on patients’ participation in a recall program, and on the absence of bacterial plaque, bleeding on probing and reinfection with periodontal pathogens in the treated sites (17). In addition, the susceptibility to disease recurrence at sites treated with nonbioabsorbable barrier membranes was assessed in a study comparing long-term changes in attachment levels at regenerated and non-regenerated sites in the same patient (21). The results...
indicated a high degree of concordance in the clinical outcomes (stability compared with recurrence of attachment loss) within the same patient, suggesting that patient factors, rather than site factors, are associated with disease recurrence. Among patient factors, compliance with oral hygiene, smoking habits and susceptibility to disease progression, rather than the treatment modality employed, were the major determinants of stability of the treated sites. Other long-term studies show that if the patient participates in a professionally delivered supportive periodontal care program and maintains good oral hygiene, the regenerated attachment can be maintained long-term (13, 41, 93, 96, 105, 117, 124).

One investigation has looked at the long-term effects of periodontal regeneration on tooth survival. Cortellini & Tonetti (30) performed a Kaplan–Meier analysis of tooth survival following periodontal-regenerative treatment in a sample of 175 patients followed up for 2–16 years (average 8 ± 3.4 years) in a specialist environment. In this study, 96% of teeth treated by periodontal regeneration survived. Of interest was the observation that tooth loss was observed only among the 32% of the population that was smoking (tooth survival was 89% among smokers and 100% among nonsmokers). Clinical attachment levels were located at the same level or coronal to the pretreatment levels in 92% of patients up to 15 years after treatment.

Conclusions

Periodontal regeneration with many different regenerative materials, including barrier membranes, grafts, active biological compounds and combinations of those, demonstrated significant clinical improvements in intrabony defects, far beyond those achieved with debridement only. Different surgical approaches have been proposed and tested in combination with the various regenerative materials, but none has demonstrated clear superiority over the others. Although all proposed regenerative approaches showed a high degree of clinical variability in terms of clinical attachment level gain, none demonstrated the capacity to solve all the different and unique patient/defect presentations. It is therefore necessary to choose a regenerative strategy out of a panel of options to treat a given defect. The adoption of a clinical strategy for optimal application of materials and surgical approach could increase the efficacy of periodontal regeneration and provide improved clinical outcomes. The potential for periodontal regeneration can be expressed in defects from very shallow to very deep, up to extreme conditions in which the application of regenerative therapy can change the prognosis of a hopeless tooth into a maintainable unit. Clinical outcomes obtained with periodontal regeneration can be stably maintained on a long-term basis, provided that good oral hygiene and infection control within a stringent recall program are enforced. Current data indicate that, in patients participating in a supportive periodontal-care program, 96% of teeth with severe intrabony defects and treated with a periodontal-regenerative procedure could be retained for a period of up to 15 years.
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